
Responsibilities
As Business Developer – Sordin Hunt/Tactical, your mission will be to target, convert and develop customers 
within the Hunt/Tactical segment. You operate in international territory and your existing and potential customers 
are distributers as well as larger direct accounts. Business opportunities are created both through larger projects 
and tenders but also by continuously growing sales through our partners in the distribution channel.

You work independently with opportunity to shape your role where strategic and proactive sales activities is the 
key to successful development of the Sordin Hunting and Tactical segment. You are responsible for creating and 
maintaining customer relationships, carry out negotiations and work towards clear sales targets and other KPIs.

You will be a part of a strong, close nit organisation at Sordin and will work closely together with the sales and 
marketing team and drive growth by delivering the best and most efficient solutions to our customers.

Location is flexible. The scope of the role entails frequent travel and regular presence at our offices in 
Vikmanshyttan and/or Värnamo, Sweden. The role reports to Chief Commercial Officer.

Qualifications
• To be successful in this role you have previous experience in a similar position working towards larger 

accounts. You have a few years’ experience in complex sales.

• Ideally, you have experience from sales within PPE or radio communication, alternatively adjacent product 
categories. 

• You have previously worked with international sales.

• You are a highly proficient user of MS Office (Excel, PPT etc) and CRM systems.

• You are fluent in Swedish and English. Other languages are an advantage. 

Your profile
We are looking for a new colleague who is driven and comes to work with a positive mindset. You like challenges, 
you are prestigeless and humble and enjoy a fast-paced environment and a lot of variation to your workdays. You 
are comfortable in working independently and take responsibility for your scope of work and your time, while you 
are also a team player who enjoys working with others towards common targets. A high service level and always 
bringing forward to voice of the customer permeate your way of working. 

Why Sordin?
Sordin has over 30 years’ experience in development, manufacturing, and sales of hearing protection. We are an 
entrepreneurial organisation where there is opportunity to develop and actively be part of our growth journey. A 
company dedicated to personal health and safety with the mission to help the user embrace noise and leverage 
upon efficient communication in the best possible way.

Business Developer Sordin Hunt/Tactical

JOB OPENING
Want to be part of an exciting growth journey?  
Take a closer look!

Sounds interesting? Apply now!
Apply by sending CV and Cover Letter to Emma Bernsten at emma.bernsten@sordin.com and tag your 
application “Business Developer”. We interview on a continuous basis hence send your application sooner 
than later. 

Questions about the role? Do not hesitate to contact Emma via above email or +46 70 62 64 765. 

Never let noise stand in your way – embrace it.


